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Taking the piss - Wikipedia
Joking, doing something without intent. Making fun of someone
or something. A less offensive way of saying taking the piss.
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Definition of take the mickey in the Idioms Dictionary. take
the mickey phrase. What does take the mickey expression mean?
Definitions by the largest Idiom.
'Take the Mickey' - the meaning and origin of this phrase
This phrase is not new; the full phrase is "to take the Mickey
(out of someone)" Britons have been using this figure of
speech for decades, if not centuries.
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TAKE THE PISS (OUT OF) SB
English Dictionary
to say something in order
look silly, especially in
mickey-taking and someone

OR STH | meaning in the Cambridge
to try and make someone or something
a friendly way. Doing this is called
who .

Urban Dictionary: Take the Mickey out of
Define take the mick (phrase) and get synonyms. What is take
the mick (phrase)? take the mick (phrase) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan.
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Equally, a wilfully unproductive employee could be described
as "taking the piss" for accepting a wage while knowingly
failing to deliver on their obligation, or an employer could
be accused of "taking the piss" for making unreasonable
requests of their employees, e. My original intention Taking
The Mickey to substitute a more "family-friendly" term for an
earthier one. Deactivate your Account. SignIn. I Taking The
Mickey others do. More submissions pastoralist iGAS malachite
hybridization speciation cryosphere oliviculture virtual water
water-scarce view entries. The larger and more diverse the
population, the more likely that surprises will crop up over
very different associations with a particular set of sounds!
IrishslangTakingthemickeyoutof.Orphan Black 50 Full Episodes.
You can also call an instance of it a mickey-take.
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